
Contemporary, Playful … yet Elegant.
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1. 2.

A B O U T
Growing up in the Czech Republic Lida Eisenbruk had almost always been aware 
of and drawn to the work of the great illustrator and compatriot, Alphonse Mucha. 
His sensuous, free-flowing use of line, his vibrant colors, his opulent staging, his 
love of and celebration of the female form, all qualities which the designer even 
when still a girl understood intuitively and felt a strong connection to. A free spirit 
and true Bohemian, Lida left home in her teens to pursue a career as a painter, 
studying under a Czech national treasure. During her country’s most heady days 
of revolution, she found herself in the heart of the burgeoning art and music 
scenes. Befriended by rockers, painters, poets, photographers and artists, Lida 
felt the pull of fashion. Having grown up in a family with a long history in the tex-
tile industry, Lida made the natural leap from paint to fabric, and from the canvas 
to the sketchbook, immediately finding her true voice and calling.

THE DESIGNER

THE BRAND

THE CRAFT

Bang Couture was born out of the serendipitous marriage of all of Lida’s child-
hood and adolescent loves, and her experiences as a hired gun over a quarter 
century for European and North American fashion brands. When the time came to 
launch her own label, she immediately knew under what name she would market 
herself. Gleaned from her travels, a word that could be found throughout Scan-
dinavia, and which uniformly meant the same thing in so many sister languages, 
bang or awe-inspiring. Her label would be the go-to brand for women looking to 
be women, inspiring awe, celebrating their sensuality, embracing those qualities 
that are so apparent in the models of Alphonse Mucha, confidence, inner beau-
ty, and that Bohemian Je ne sais quoi which is the mark of every great fashion 
brand.

Entirely designed and partially made in Montreal, a gem of a city, the storied 
nexus of style and adventure from the jazz age through to the present day, 
Bang Couture’s outerwear is produced through a select group of carefully vet-
ted international partners. With quality, sustainability, and sophistication as its 
watchwords and an unwavering dedication to dressing strong and independent 
women, the free spirits, the present day Bohemians, Bang Couture is a young 
brand with a growing following. Having made its mark on the runway, and already 
known to and worn by fashionistas and celebrities such Miss Universe Canada 
and Virginie Coossa, the label is on course to becoming a significant player in the 
global women’s outerwear market.



Sophisticated yet playful full-length down coat with luxurious Raccoon fur collar 
and pompom. The longest length in our collection makes it our warmest coat. The 
two-way zipper opens from the bottom and/or the top to let you walk comfortably 
or sit in a car effortlessly.

• 49”/ 124 cm long.
• Adjustable hood. (Detachable fur).
• Playful raccoon pom-poms.
• Knitted sleeve cuffs keep heat in and cold out.
• Soft, warm velboa pocket lining.
• Elastic signature belt with easy-close gun-metal buckle.
• 100% Premium raccoon fur (detachable).
• 100% Natural insulation (80% down/20% feather).
• 100% Polyester memory-effect fabric.

BLACK3. 



BLACK FLAMEEGGPLANT4. 

Dropped hood with luxurious premium Raccoon fur collar adds a glamorous 
look to this great 3/4 length down coat. Two-way front zippers and two-way 
inner zippers let you control the heat and comfort level you desire. This model 
is without belt but still emphasizes feminine curves.

• 35”/ 89cm long.
• Detachable fur collar.
• Knitted sleeve cuffs keep heat in and cold out.
• Warm, soft velboa pocket lining.
• Elastic inside waist for slim look effect.
• 100% Premium raccoon fur collar (detachable).
• 100% Natural insulation (80% down/20% feather).
• 100% Polyester memory-effect fabric.



BLACK EGGPLANT FLAME5. 

Classic 35” long coat. Looks great with or without hood and/or fur collar for 
those warmer days.

• 35” / 89cm long.
• Detachable hood and fur collar.
• Knitted sleeve cuffs keep heat in and cold out.
• Warm, soft velboa pocket lining in J-pockets.
• Elastic signature belt with easy-close gun-metal buckle.
• 100% Premium raccoon fur collar (detachable).
• 100% Natural insulation (80% down/20% feather).
• 100% Polyester memory-effect fabric.



Classic 35” long coat. Looks great with or without hood and/or fur collar for 
those warmer days.

• 35” / 89cm long.
• Detachable hood and fur collar.
• Knitted sleeve cuffs keep heat in and cold out.
• Warm, soft velboa pocket lining in J- pockets.
• Elastic signature belt with easy-close gun-metal buckle.
• 100% Premium raccoon fur collar (detachable).
• 100% Natural insulation (80% down/20% feather).
• 100% Polyester memory-effect fabric.

BLACK EGGPLANT6. 



This early season hybrid will be that unique never-seen-before coat. Made 
with 100% polyester memory-effect and boucle fabrics with elastic sleeves 
and genuine leather on the lower sleeve as well as the lower back section.

• 35” / 89cm long.
• Knitted sleeve cuffs keep heat in and cold out.
• Warm, soft velboa pocket lining.
• 100% Natural insulation (80% down/20% feather).
• 100% Polyester memory-effect fabric.
• 100% Boucle fabric.
• 100% Genuine leather.

BLACK7. EGGPLANT



Classic 36” long coat. Looks great with hood and fur collar, or take them off 
on those warmer days.

• 36”/91cm long.
• Knitted sleeve cuffs keep heat in and cold out.
• Warm, soft velboa pocket lining.
• Elastic signature belt with easy-close gun-metal buckle.
• 100% Premium raccoon fur collar (detachable).
• 100% Natural insulation (80% down/20% feather).
• 100% Polyester memory-effect fabric.

EGGPLANT FLAME8.  



Urban partying or chic après-ski, this signature sleeveless vest will turn heads. 
The front is covered with lavish Tibetan Lamb fur.  The back is fitted body-shap-
ing down fill.

• 27” / 69 cm long.
• Warm, soft velboa pocket lining.
• Elastic signature belt with easy-close gun-metal buckle. 
• 100% Premium Tibetan Lamb fur.
• 100% Natural insulation (80% down/20% feather).
• 100% Polyester memory-effect fabric.

BLACK9. 



For elegant meetings even in the coldest weather, this unique eye-catching coat 
with gold accessories (zippers & logo sleeve patch) links well with purses, shoes, 
or any fashion garments with a gold connection.

• 40” / 102cm long
• Knitted sleeve cuffs keep heat in and cold out
• Warm, soft velboa pocket lining
• Hidden rain-hood inside the collar
• 100% Premium Tibetan Lamb fur collar (detachable)
• 100% Natural insulation (80% down/20% feather)
• 100% Polyester memory-effect fabric

BLACK10.  



For elegant meetings even in the coldest weather, this unique eye-catching coat 
with gold accessories (zippers & logo sleeve patch) links well with purses, shoes, 
or any fashion garments with a gold connection.

• 40” / 102cm long.
• Knitted sleeve cuffs keep heat in and cold out.
• Warm, soft velboa pocket lining.
• Hidden rain-hood inside the collar.
• 100% Premium Tibetan Lamb fur collar (detachable).
• 100% Natural insulation (80% down/20% feather).
• 100% Polyester memory-effect fabric.
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62% cotton, 38% polyester. 

A classic featuring fashion-forward dropped shoulders and two-way front zipper 
offers a stylish, comfortable coat. Detachable Rex Rabbit fur collar can be worn 
open, or completely closed on very cold days. Easy sliding front and pocket zip-
per with contrasting leather piping.

• 39.5” / 100cm long.
• Detachable Rex Rabbit fur collar.
• Two-way front zipper.
• Classic warm Kasha lining.
• Lining: 1 side brushed, the other in easy slide satin finish, made of 

 

BLACK12.



62%cotton, 38% polyester.

BLACK13. 

30.

Luxurious boucle fabric classic. Equally stunning with or without Tibetan Lamb 
fur collar. A superior kasha lining with one side brushed and the other side in a 
satin finish keeps you warm in the coldest winter.

• 39” / 99cm long.
• Detachable Tibetan Lamb fur collar.
• Double-breasted button front with hidden snaps.
• Center-back with double-pleat fold.
• Lining: 1 side brushed, the other in easy slide satin finish, made of

• Shell Fabric: 18% wool, 29% rayon, 53% polyester.
• 100% Premium raccoon fur collar (detachable).
• 100% Natural insulation (80% down/20% feather).
• 100% Polyester memory-effect fabric.



62%cotton, 38% polyester.

Autumn / early-winter short jacket made in Canada with Italian wool /cashmere. 
Try the outstanding fit of this jacket.

• 24” / 61cm long.
• Detachable Tibetan Lamb fur collar.
• Gold metal accessories.
• Two-way easy sliding zippers.
• Lining: 1 side brushed, the other in easy slide satin finish, made of 

• Shell Fabric: 70% wool, 20% nylon, 10% cashmere. (Fabric made in Italy).

BLACK14. 



BLACK15. 

Uber chic Autumn / early-winter long wool coat made in Canada. You’ll love its 
luxurious, comfortable fit and feel.

• 38” / 96.5cm long.
• Detachable Tibetan Lamb fur collar.
• Gold metal accessories.
• Two-way easy sliding zippers.
• Lining: 1 side brushed, the other in easy slide satin finish made of

• Shell Fabric: 70% wool, 20% nylon, 10% cashmere. (Fabric made in Italy).
62%cotton, 38% polyester.

32. 



35. YELLOW33. 

Absolutely great new fashion item without  collar, simple straight body that 
fit everybody, could be wear in August as a blazer or perfect style for colder 
mornings or evenings  wearing  with any type of scarf or turtle neck sweaters.  

• 33” / 84cm long.
• Black synthetic  leather piping around the front and pockets.
• Easy access zipper pocket.
• Quilted lining for colder days.
• Lining: 100% polyester.
• Shell Fabric: 50% wool 50% polyester.
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BANG COUTURE

catalogue creation: 3headsmedia

sales    bangcouture.com
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